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Küryakyn Iso-Throttle Boss
When added to the popular Küryakyn Iso-grips, 
this little jewel can make all the difference in 
the world on a long ride. The Throttle Boss is 
a small adjustable paddle that is positioned 
under the palm of one's throttle hand.
48256 Iso-Throttle Boss (Sold each)

Universal Throttle Boss by 
Küryakyn
Regardless of what type of bike you ride, the 
Throttle Boss will make riding any distance 
more comfortable. Designed to fit any type or 
size grip, the Throttle Boss can be installed in 
seconds to provide a cushioned platform to rest 
one's palm on. This allows the driver to vary or 
maintain a speed without keeping a tight grip 
on the throttle, reducing muscle fatigue and 
discomfort. Removes quickly without tools to 
stow in a jacket pocket, tool bag, etc. Fits any 
twist grip throttle.
48257 Sold each

RST Polished Throttle Housing
Polished aluminum throttle housings for 1" 
handlebars. Available for single cable or dual 
cable applications.
86134 For single cable 1/4"
86135 For dual cable

Kustom Tech Deluxe External Throttle Housing
Built in forged aluminium or in forged brass. This external throttle housing works with 1 cable, it is 
available for 25,4 mm and 22 mm handlebars. Both brass and aluminium throttle housings come in 
3 finishes: Polished, satin and raw finish. Perfectly matching our deluxe handlebar controls and for 
more retro-style handlebar projects.

Brass Line
653060 For	1“	handle	bars	in	polished	brass
653061 For	1“	handle	bars	in	satin	brass
653062 For	1“	handle	bars	in	raw	brass	

Aluminium Line
653063 For	1“	handle	bars	in	polished	aluminum
653064 For	1“	handle	bars	in	satin	aluminum
653065 For	1“	handle	bars	in	raw	aluminum

653060653061 653062

653063653064 653065

Rebuffini Billet Gas Grip Housings
Billet housings made in Italy in first class quality by Rebuffini
687948 Single cable, polished
687949 Single cable, black
687980 Single cable, chrome
687981 Dual cable, polished
687982 Dual cable, black
687983 Dual cable, chrome


